Professional version management and deployment for all Qlik applications

Informatec brings an exclusive professional solution for version management and the deployment of Qlik-based BI applications. BI specialist Informatec, with headquarters in Muttenz, enters into a partnership with ebiexperts and is going to distribute the version manager for Qlik throughout the DACH region, as exclusive partner in German-speaking Switzerland. Subject of the agreement are the two products VM4QV and VM4QS, which ensure version management and deployment for QlikView and for Qlik Sense applications.

Muttenz, 23 June 2016 - Efficient and professional version management is an absolute must for software development, not least because of ever-increasing compliance and auditing requirements. Qlik business applications are created quickly and can therefore rapidly spread in companies, whereby administrator handling is becoming increasingly demanding and complex. Particularly in the enterprise environment, where often several Qlik developers are working in parallel on the same applications and are responsible for their code consistency and reliable and safe distribution of the apps to the user, organisational effort has increased exponentially, along with the number of QlikView applications in use. Even discerning SMEs operating intensive business intelligence with QlikView and Qlik Sense have experience of these challenges and problems in their daily practice. Often, multiple versions of the same application are in circulation, or program code created and maintained by the development team diverges logically. Purely organisational solutions quickly come up against their limitations.

Great benefits for Qlik clients

Qlik Version Manager into the breach! In one version of QlikView (versions 10, 11 and 12) and another for Qlik Sense (version 2.0), the solution not only manages the complete code base, but the administrators also have a handy tool to take care of reliable distribution of business apps throughout the company. Comprehensive functionality, ranging from automated version management, a flexible role-based security design, rollback with code comparing down to support of the entire deployment process across multiple environments. The version manager stores source code, layout objects, data and file structures in a central repository, including project documents in a central database (MS SQL or Oracle). In first place on the list of benefits are the total security and convenience for developers and Qlik administrators.

Useful addition to the Informatec BI portfolio

The Qlik version manager integrates seamlessly into the BI framework iVIEW developed by Informatec, creating significant added value, above all for enterprises and self-service customers. Rino Menti, CEO of Informatec, says: "The Qlik version manager offers essential improvements in compliance and governance, and thus represents a major step towards a more professional business intelligence process for our discerning clients."
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About Informatec
With its clear focus on business intelligence (BI) solutions for discerning SMEs and large enterprises across a wide spectrum of industries, Informatec, with headquarters in Muttenz, Baselland (Switzerland), has established itself as a specialist for consulting and needsbased implementation of comprehensive BI solutions. The company, founded in 1998, is considered a BI innovator and counts leading enterprises among its ever-growing client base. With its need-oriented services, Informatec helps ensure that the numerous advantages of their BI solution iVIEW, developed in-house and based on QlikView, are entirely available. The services offered include consultancy; design and customer-specific developments; implementation and training; as well as maintenance and support.